Abstract-In this letter, we propose a new best basis search algorithm for computing the optimal time segmentation of a signal, given a predefined cost measure. The new algorithm solves a problem that arises when the individual signal segments are windowed and overlap-add is applied between adjacent signal segments. When windows having a variable tail shape are employed, the minimization of a cost measure is faced with dependencies between segmental costs due to varying window overlap. A dynamic programming-based algorithm is presented that takes into account these dependencies. It computes both the optimal split positions and the optimal amount of window overlap at these split positions in polynomial time. The proposed algorithm gives an upper bound to the achievable performance of existing algorithms. Experimental results for a modified discrete cosine transform-based processing system are presented, both for entropy and rate-distortion cost measures. These results show a performance gain over existing schemes at the cost of an increased computational complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION

B
EST basis search algorithms have received quite a bit of attention over the years [1] , [2] . A subclass of these algorithms deals with the problem of obtaining a time segmentation of an input signal that is optimal with respect to a specific cost measure. Although a solution based on an exhaustive search solves the problem, its computational complexity grows exponentially with the signal length. Under the assumptions of additivity of the cost measure and independency of the costs over segments, dynamic programming [3] can be employed to solve the segmentation problem in polynomial time. Such conditions are met in, e.g., orthogonal transform coding, where a rate-distortion cost is minimized [2] , if segments are coded independently. Furthermore, in sinusoidal and linear prediction systems [4] , [5] , which do not strictly conform to these conditions, good results have been reported using dynamic programming-based minimization of a rate-distortion cost function.
The segmentation of a signal into nonoverlapping segments can result in discontinuity artifacts at the segment edges. To reduce these artifacts, overlap-add techniques can be applied, where overlapping time intervals are multiplied with power-complementary windows in order to retain perfect reconstruction (PR) in the absence of further processing. There are various possibilities for the amount of overlap, e.g., a fixed number of samples (fixed overlap) or an overlap that varies with the segment length (variable overlap) (see Fig. 1 ). Windows allowing for a variable amount of overlap often provide better spectral resolution. This can be beneficial, e.g., in an audio coding application, a higher coding efficiency is obtained.
In overlap-add procedures where fixed overlap windows are employed, costs for each segment can be computed prior to the optimization procedure. However, in the case of variable window overlap, a priori computation of the costs is not possible, as will be discussed in Section II-B.
In this letter, a new dynamic programming algorithm is described that takes into account the amount of overlap, or equivalently, the window tail shape, during the optimization. Experimental results for an audio processing system based on the modified discrete cosine transform (MDCT) [6] , [7] are presented. Two experiments are performed: one for an entropy cost measure and one for a rate-distortion functional.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We are given a signal that is divided into nonoverlapping frames of samples. A time segmentation of this signal is a collection of adjacent segments that completely spans the signal, where each segment is constructed by an integer number of adjacent frames. Therefore, the minimal segment length is equal to the frame size , whereas a maximum segment length of is considered, i.e., a segment that comprises the complete signal.
Let denote such a time segmentation of the signal, where is taken from a dictionary of possible time segmentations, say, . The problem at hand is to minimize a cost measure over all possible segmentations in , i.e., If it is assumed that the cost measure is additive over the segments and that the costs are computed independently over segments, then the problem can be described as a minimization over an additive sum of independent terms, which suggests to use the standard approach of dynamic programming. This is done by the flexible time segmentation algorithm in [2] and [8] , which we will briefly discuss.
A. Existing Approach
Let denote a segmental cost for the time interval , i.e., the segment that consists of frames to . Furthermore, let be the minimum or optimized cost for the interval . Then, at each iteration , the best time segmentation of the interval is found by solving (1) with . The minimizing argument of (1), say, , given by is referred to as the split position and determines the optimal segmentation at iteration . The algorithm terminates once has been found, and the optimal time segmentation can easily be determined by backtracking the optimal split positions .
B. Suboptimality of the Existing Approach
When the flexible time segmentation algorithm is applied in combination with windowing and overlap-add, the segmental cost is computed on a time interval that can be larger than the segment under consideration. Such a time interval is then windowed by a window that overlaps with adjacent segments. If the window overlap between adjacent segments is given, e.g., by having a fixed window overlap, the existing algorithm from Section II-A still provides the optimal solution. However, in general, segments of the same length can be used with different window shapes, since the mutual overlap of the windows corresponding to two adjacent segments depends of the length of both segments. Hence, independent computation of costs for the individual segments is no longer possible. Fig. 2 shows an example of such a situation. It is clear that the windows used for segment when switching to segment [see Fig. 2(a) ] or [see Fig. 2(b) ] are different, so that there is a clear dependency between and . Therefore, one cannot compute the optimal split position without knowing the split position , and the optimization problem becomes dependent, as was mentioned in [9] .
An existing approach to solve this problem is to neglect the dependency between costs and window overlap and to select an overlap during optimization that only depends on the length of the segment under consideration [9] , [10] . However, the cost thus obtained is, in general, not equal to the minimum cost that can be achieved if the overlap is taken into account during optimization. Moreover, the selection of a window overlap that only depends on the length of the segment under consideration results in a non-PR overlap-add system. As a result, in any subsequent processing stage (e.g., coding), the segmented signal has to undergo additional windowing operations, such that windows with the correct overlap are applied.
III. FLEXIBLE TIME SEGMENTATION FOR VARYING WINDOW OVERLAP
A new flexible time segmentation algorithm is proposed that takes into account the dependency between costs for adjacent segments due to varying window overlap. The length of the segment under investigation-and, therefore, the window length-determines the number of overlap possibilities. For a segment that spans frames, possible window overlap situations for each of the window tails are considered, i.e., the amount of overlap ranges from 0 to samples. Clearly, the number of possible window tails is equal to the possible amounts of window overlap.
A. Derivation of the Proposed Algorithm
From (1), it can be seen that the optimal time segmentation of the signal is obtained by iteratively computing the minimum costs , where denotes the end of the th frame. Therefore, at iteration , only a single minimum cost has to be computed with standard dynamic programming. Since we allow overlap possibilities between adjacent segments, minimum costs have to be computed with the proposed algorithm, one for every possible window overlap at the end or right side of a time segmentation. This right window overlap at iteration is denoted by , and the minimum costs and corresponding time segmentations up to the th frame for the possible window tails are denoted and , respectively. In (1), a minimization over the split position is performed to determine the optimal time segmentation. A segmented part of the signal, described by time segmentation , is combined with the segment , for all possible values of . In the proposed algorithm, in addition to the minimization over , it is also necessary to perform a minimization over the mutual overlap, denoted by , between the segmented signal up to position and the added segment at split position . There are possible overlap situations, where depends on the length of the added segment and the length of the previously segmented signal. It follows that and , i.e., the minimum of the length of the added segment and the length of the segmented signal part, now described by . The window that is used at segment has a left overlap and right overlap . The corresponding cost is denoted . Fig. 3 displays the relation between window overlap, time segmentations, and the costs they give rise to.
The problem at hand can now be formulated as solving (2) for and , where . To compute the optimal cost , i.e., the cost for a time segmentation up to the th frame that ends with a window overlap , (2) is solved in two sequential steps. First, for each split position , the optimal overlap between the previously segmented signal up to the th frame, described by , and the segment is selected. These overlap values, say, , are found by solving (3) and are stored temporarily. Next, the optimal split position, say, , is obtained by solving (4) The optimal split position that is thus obtained also determines which of the overlap values that were computed in (3) is kept for backtracking purposes. This overlap value is denoted . From (2)-(4), we can derive the matrix structure that is maintained in memory to store all the values needed during optimization and for backtracking. As an example, the matrix of optimal costs holds all the values . . . . . .
Similarly, the optimal split positions are stored in a matrix , and the optimal overlap values are stored in . Both of these matrices have a structure similar to (5) .
The algorithm terminates once the minimum costs have been obtained, i.e., the costs for segmenting the complete signal, ending with all possible amounts of overlap. A final minimization over the th column of provides the best window overlap at the end of the segmentation, i.e.,
The optimal time segmentation can now be backtracked from the matrices and . 
B. Complexity Analysis
The new algorithm searches through a larger dictionary than the standard flexible time segmentation algorithm. This flexibility comes at the cost of an increased complexity, which is analyzed for two separate stages of the algorithm. First, we consider the initialization stage, where all costs are computed. Since possible overlap situations are considered for each of the window tails of a window that corresponds to a segment of frames, we can construct different windows. There are such segments in a signal of length . Hence, the total number of computations is given by Therefore, the complexity for generating the costs for all segments is , as compared to for the standard algorithm, as described in [2] . If we assume that, for a segment of length , a signal transform with complexity is applied and that the computation of a segmental cost has a complexity , the complexity for the initialization stage increases to . The complexity of the optimization stage is derived from (2) . The constraint on is relaxed such that . This will result in a small overestimation of the complexity. The number of computations to be performed is now given by and the complexity is, therefore, . Note that the standard dynamic programming algorithm has a complexity (see, e.g., [2] ). 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Time segmentation algorithms based on both the existing and the new approach were evaluated in an MDCT-based audio processing system. For additional comparisons, an experiment with fixed overlap windows was also performed. A frame size of 128 was used, and at most, eight frames could be combined, i.e., the algorithms could select window lengths as an integer multiple of 256 up to 2048. Experiments were performed on a total of six audio fragments (16 bits, mono, sampling frequency of 48 kHz) representing various musical genres (e.g., jazz, pop, single instruments, and speech). Comparisons were made for two additive cost measures.
First, we used the Coifman-Wickerhauser entropy [1] . Fig. 4 displays results from an experiment where this entropy cost measure was minimized. It can be observed that the new algorithm always performs better than the existing methods. It gives an average improvement of 12% over the suboptimal variable overlap case and an average improvement of 4% over the fixed overlap case.
Second, a rate-distortion (RD) cost measure [11] was used. The MDCT coefficients were quantized by a uniform quantizer with nine possible quantizer stepsizes. The resulting distortions were summed over all coefficients in a segment. For all quantizer stepsizes, Huffman codebooks were computed. Coding of side information was restricted to the selected stepsizes and, in the case of the new algorithm, the amount of overlap between segments. All fragments were coded at bit rates ranging from 0.6 to 2.0 bps, and composite signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) curves were constructed. From Fig. 5 , it is observed that an average gain in SNR of 0.5 dB can be obtained with the new method.
In both experiments, the new algorithm outperforms the existing one. However, the performance gain comes at the cost of increased computational complexity. Therefore, one of the contributions of the proposed algorithm is that it allows us to eval- uate the exact loss in performance that occurs when either a fixed overlap is chosen or when the overlap is neglected in the case of variable overlap windows, without performing an exhaustive search.
